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Penampilan World Peace Trio di Java Jazz 2017. (CNN Indonesia/Agniya Khoiri) 

Jakarta, Indonesia CNN – Dwiki Darmawan is a famous pianist who was never absent throughout Java 

Jazz 13 times held in Indonesia. On the day of the closing event of this year, Dwiki got a chance to 

appear twice in a collaborative and solo performances. 

Dwiki initiated a joint appearance on the afternoon of March 5 with fusion guitarist from the Middle 

East, Kamal Musallam, and horn blower British Saxophoist Gilad Atzmon. All three were performing as a 

group called the World Peace Trio. 

Like the name that it has, the group was present to bring a message of peace in Jazz music festival held 

yearly in JIExpo Kemayoran. They appear to be playing an instrumental Jazz. 

After performing with just two instruments at the opening song, Kamal Musallam greeted the audience 

and invited the Jazz drummer Asaf Sirkis, from Israel, to join. "We are from different ethnic origins, and 

by performing here at this Java Jazz, we want to show the world that the music we play delivers a 

message of peace," Musallam said in this appearance on Sunday (5/3). 



Not only to bring the message of peace, they also showed the ability to play their instruments with 

which they brought spontanious improvisations. Musallam calling their action on stage to be inspired by 

the spectators who came to attend. 

"We also played experimental music created here on the spot, inspired from all of you [the audience]," 

said Musallam who was featured prominently with bright red jacket, and received the applause of the 

audience. 

Earlier to performing a song entitled Peace & Beyond, World Peace Trio played 2 more songs called The 

Seeker and In a Sentimental Mood. At the end of his performance, the group featured a traditional song 

entitled Ramallah. 

Overall, the songs that this group grought to the show represent a strong feeling from Middle Eastern 

music. 

Collaboration between Dwiki with Musallam is not the first time. They previously collaborated on Java 

Jazz Festival 2011. For Musallam itself, this is the third appearance, after he briefly appeared at the 

same event in 2009. 

Dwiki will appear again ahead of the midnight show what would be the final stage JJF 2017. In later 

appearances Dwiki plans to bring the new material from his latest album Pasar Klewer. (Gil) 


